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Cod mobile battle royale zombie santa



Last week, Activision teased the release of new Call of Duty: Mobile Holiday Content after the game's win at the Google Play Awards. Now this content has been revealed, including new cosmetics, new card features and even a time-limited event in the game's battle royal mode; a roaming zombie Santa
Claus boss who falls loot when hit... The Free Call of Duty: Mobile Holiday ContentWhile game has been getting regular new content as part of its latest season, such as One Shot, One Kill game mode, most of call of duty: Mobile holiday content coming to the game is specifically for its battle royal
fashion. More specifically, it is the Circus; a new area that was added to the isolated map several weeks ago. As part of the holiday event, the Circus will serve as a focal point for parades. This circus is not only known for death-defying stunts and acts of wonder, explains Activision; but also a holiday
parade that travels around the map. Specifically, the parade fleet will appear at different times around the island and chart a course directly to the Circus. Somewhat bizarrely, a zombie Santa Claus rides on top of the parade floats, surrounded by a horde of holiday-themed zombies. During matches, the
parade will move to the Circus, no matter what the players do. In addition, all players will be able to see its location on the map. While the zombies around the parade are ordinary zombies, the undead Santa Claus is actually a boss enemy. When he gets hit, he drops prey, including powerful new
Christmas-themed weapons. At this point, he can't actually be killed, just drugged. However, that may change later this month, as Activision has teased. As you can find out, Activision continues; This boss can only be stunned, not killed when his health hits zero while he travels to the Circus. Although he
may be immortal now, legend has it that this Kris Kringle's powers disappear under the light of the Christmas Eve moon... By:Merima Dzakic - Convolaria Published: 20:49, 16 December 2019 Call of Duty: Mobile Battle Royale - The Holiday Parade Call of Duty: Mobile Battle Royale's holiday parade is
underway and there are many things to shoot at – from your fellow human beings to your fellow zombie. The parade and its floats will travel around the map and pop up whenever and wherever they want. The floats will politely show you to the Circus, which will welcome you with a ton of prey - appropriate
for both the Battle Royale nature of the game and a holiday-themed event. It wouldn't be a Call of Duty title if it didn't include some zombies one or the other. This time, the dead chose to wear their Christmasligliest and wait for you at the top of the parade float. Santa will also be there, but we would not
recommend sitting on your lap. Now for tips. The aforementioned zombies will function as your normal, run-of-the-mill un-dead, boasting the same amount of HP and drop items once you've shuffled them out the mortal coil again. That said, Tactics for handling regular zombies should serve you nicely with
these as well. You want to bring a gun to a knife fight, we assume, so it would make sense to use the same strategy here too and stock up on weapons and ammunition. Santa claus and his servants will fight, so don't go in empty-handed. You can hurt the man himself while he's going to the Circus. This
will make Santa remember his true nature and drop loot that includes some holiday-themed items that may be more powerful than your base weapon. Saint Nick can only be stunned at the moment. You want to lure him under the Christmas Eve moon's light to actually finish him off, but we're pretty sure
that that kind of night only comes after a very special day. There are some new holiday events in the Call of Duty Mobile game, including a Santa's zombie that has been added to Battle Royale mode. Call of Duty Mobile has expanded considerably since its inception, adding more game modes and events
like a classic Call of Duty Zombies mode. In the last few days, the developers have added some fun holiday additions to Battle Royale mode, including a Zombie Santa on a truck along with some reindeer zombies to pull his sled. Players can earn some special holiday loot from this Christmasy event.
Zombie Santa's Location Santa and his entourage travel around the map during Battle Royale on one of four possible routes. Each of these four parade routes is highlighted on the event screen. The screen reads that Zombie Santa has stolen everyone's gifts, which explains why Zombie Santa skin is so
green. This screen also says that players should grab a Snowy Star as you fight the northern snowman. If players get a Snowy Star, they may receive a special surprise equivalent to the Call of Duty Mobile Halloween event, this Christmas event will be for a very limited time, so be sure to hurry to Battle
Royale mode to get some good holiday loot. Killing Zombie Santa Once players have found the Christmas procession, they will want to take out reindeer zombies first. These zombies will drop some loot, but nothing like Zombie Santa will, so clear them out quickly. Unlike Zombie Mode for CoD Mobile,
these zombies will respawn, so keep an eye out for them to return to the fight while battling both Santa and other players. Zombie Santa has a decent amount of life; players can stun him, but it will be difficult. To give them an edge, players should connect a controller for easier control. Unfortunately, there
doesn't seem to be a way to kill Zombie Santa at the moment, but stunning him at least gives players some really great loot. Players can stun him again and again by bringing his health to zero, waiting until his health respawns, then repeat. Snowmen (who do not attack) will also appear along the parade
route, and players will want to shoot them too. The Snowy Star May Fall From Any of the Snowmen sometimes Santa himself; Players Players Need to Snowy Star to light up Call of Duty Mobile Christmas tree. Light up the tree When the players have Snowy Star, they will want to bring it to the circus,
where there is a lone Christmas tree in front of the tent. Players can then light the tree up and they are rewarded with a fireworks show and some beautiful lights. Strangely enough, there doesn't seem to be an actual loot drop from the lighting tree, so Special Surprise is pretty disappointing. Players
should add some real rewards for this difficult challenge to their Call of Duty holiday wish list. Call of Duty Mobile is available for most mobile devices. MORE: How to Play and Lock Zombies in Call of Duty Mobile Source: AltChar Lenovo Legion 5i Gaming Laptop Review Related topics Strategy Guides
Mobile Call of Duty Call of Duty Mobile By Aanchal Singh On Dec 18, 2019Call of Duty Mobile has joined the ranks of games that jump on the holiday bandwagon, complete with a zombie Santa Claus. In addition, players also have the opportunity to earn special holiday exchange from the Christmas
event. But if you're wondering where to find Zombie Santa in Call of Duty Mobile and how to kill him, this guide will tell you everything you need to know. Find and kill Zombie SantaWhere to find Zombie Santa in Call of Duty MobileSanta travels around with its zombie reindeer on four possible routes
during Battle Royale. These four routes are mapped on the event screen. It says Zombie Santa has stolen everyone's gifts. The screen also asks players to collect a Snowy Star while fighting the Northern Snowman. Players who get a Snowy Star may receive a special surprise. How to Kill Zombie Santa
in Call of Duty MobileOnce players have found Zombie Santa and his zombie reindeer, they will have to figure out a way to take them out. Since these zombies can respawn it will be more difficult to remove them completely. It is best to start by removing reindeer zombies from the equation first. Dealing
with Zombie Santa still won't be an easy feat as he has quite a bit of life to him. While players may stun him, there doesn't seem to be any real way to kill Zombie Santa yet. But stunning him gives the players some really good rewards. The process can be repeated several times by bringing his health to
zero, which will paralyze but not kill him. He will regain the lost health of overtime and players can stun him again for more plunder. Players may also want to shoot snowmen as they can drop a Snowy Star.ALSO READ: 6 Upcoming Video Game Holiday Events You don't want to miss the Call of Duty Call
of Duty MobileTrendingZombie Santa I'm a reader, author, photographer and traveler. Travelers.
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